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ABSTRACTThis paper studies argumentation-based dialogues betweenagents. It takes a previously de�ned system by whih agentsan trade arguments and examines the outomes of the dia-logues this system permits. In addition to providing a �rstharaterisation of suh outomes, the paper also investi-gates the extent to whih outomes are dependent on tati-al play by the agents, and arguing that this violates prini-ples of mehanism design, identi�es how to prevent tatishaving an e�et.
Categories and Subject DescriptorsI.2.11 [Arti�ial Intelligene℄: Distributed Arti�ial Inte-lligene|Coherene and o-ordination; multiagent systems.
General TermsLanguages, theory.
KeywordsAgent ommuniation, dialogue games, argumentation.
1. INTRODUCTIONWhen building multi-agent systems, we take for grantedthe fat that the agents whih make up the system will needto ommuniate: to resolve di�erenes of opinion and on-its of interest; to work together to resolve dilemmas or�nd proofs; or simply to inform eah other of pertinentfats. Many of these ommuniation requirements annotbe ful�lled by the exhange of single messages. Instead, theagents onerned need to be able to exhange a sequene ofmessages whih all bear upon the same subjet. In otherwords they need the ability to engage in dialogues. As aresult of this requirement, there has been muh work onproviding agents with the ability to hold suh dialogues.Reently some of this work has onsidered argument-basedapproahes to dialogue, for example the work by Dignum et
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al. [5℄, Parsons and Jennings [16℄, Reed [22℄, Shroeder etal. [23℄ and Syara [24℄.Reed's work built on an inuential model of human di-alogues due to argumentation theorists Doug Walton andErik Krabbe [25℄, and we also take their dialogue typologyas our starting point. Walton and Krabbe set out to analyzethe onept of ommitment in dialogue, so as to \provideoneptual tools for the theory of argumentation" [25, pageix℄. This led to a fous on persuasion dialogues, and theirwork presents formal models for suh dialogues. In attempt-ing this task, Walton and Krabbe reognized the need for aharaterization of dialogues, and so they present a broadtypology for inter-personal dialogue. They make no laimsfor its omprehensiveness.Their ategorization identi�es six primary types of dia-logues and three mixed types. The ategorization is basedupon: what information the partiipants eah have at theommenement of the dialogue (with regard to the topiof disussion); what goals the individual partiipants have;and what goals are shared by the partiipants, goals we mayview as those of the dialogue itself. This dialogue game viewof dialogues, revived by Hamblin [11℄ and extending bak toAristotle, overlaps with work on onversational poliies (see,for example, [4, 7℄), but di�ers in onsidering the entire di-alogue rather than dialogue segments.As de�ned by Walton and Krabbe, the three types of di-alogue we onsider here are:Information-Seeking Dialogues: One partiipant seeksthe answer to some question(s) from another parti-ipant, who is believed by the �rst to know the an-swer(s).Inquiry Dialogues: The partiipants ollaborate to an-swer some question or questions whose answers are notknown to any one partiipant.Persuasion Dialogues: One party seeks to persuade an-other party to adopt a belief or point-of-view he or shedoes not urrently hold. These dialogues begin withone party supporting a partiular statement whih theother party to the dialogue does not, and the �rst seeksto onvine the seond to adopt the proposition. Theseond party may not share this objetive.Our previous work investigated apturing these types ofdialogue using a formal model of argumentation [2℄, andthe properties and omplexity of suh dialogues [19℄. Herewe extend this investigation, turning to onsider the ques-tions \how an we haraterise the outomes of dialogues",



and \to what extent are the outomes of dialogues prede-termined?" In other words, how does the knowledge thatagents have a�et the �nal result of the dialogue, and doesit matter what loutions agents utter, and in what orderthey utter illoutions, or are the results of the dialogue en-tirely determined by what the agents know and the protoolsthey use?One of the interesting things about this question is thatthe kind of answer we would like to the above question de-pends on our perspetive. On one hand, it seems attrativefor agents to be able to \ontrol their own destiny", andhave the ability to reah di�erent outomes1 depending onhow they at within the onstraints of a dialogue protool.On the other hand, from a mehanism design [12℄ perspe-tive, it is attrative for the protool to ensure that agentswith the same knowledge oming into a dialogue will always�nd the same result|that way the protool an be seen tostop one agent misleading another. As we shall see, our for-mal framework makes both answers to the question possibleunder di�erent onditions.Note that, despite the fat that the types of dialogue weare onsidering are drawn from the analysis of human dia-logues, we are only onerned here with dialogues betweenarti�ial agents. Unlike Grosz and Sidner [10℄ for exam-ple, we hoose to fous in this way in order to simplify ourtask|dealing with arti�ial languages avoids muh of theomplexity inherent in natural language dialogues.
2. BACKGROUNDIn this setion we briey introdue the formal system ofargumentation whih forms the bakbone of our approah.This is inspired by the work of Dung [6℄ but goes further indealing with preferenes between arguments. Further detailsare available in [1℄. We start with a possibly inonsistentknowledge base � with no dedutive losure. We assume �ontains formulas of a propositional language L. ` standsfor lassial inferene and � for logial equivalene. An ar-gument is a proposition and the set of formulae from whihit an be inferred:Definition 1. An argument is a pair A = (H ; h) whereh is a formula of L and H a subset of � suh that:1. H is onsistent;2. H ` h; and3. H is minimal, so no proper subset of H satisfying both1. and 2. exists.H is alled the support of A, written H = Support(A) andh is the onlusion of A written h = Conlusion(A).We talk of h being supported by the argument (H ; h)In general, sine � is inonsistent, arguments in A(�),the set of all arguments whih an be made from �, willonit, and we make this idea preise with the notion ofunderutting:Definition 2. Let A1 and A2 be two arguments of A(�).A1 underuts A2 i� 9h 2 Support(A2) suh that h � :Con-lusion(A1).1In the sense of what agents end up believing.

In other words, an argument is underut if and only if thereis another argument whih has as its onlusion the negationof an element of the support for the �rst argument.To apture the fat that some fats are more strongly be-lieved2 we assume that any set of fats has a preferene orderover it. We suppose that this ordering derives from the fatthat the knowledge base � is strati�ed into non-overlappingsets �1; : : : ;�n suh that fats in �i are all equally pre-ferred and are more preferred than those in �j where j > i .The preferene level of a nonempty subset H of �, level(H ),is the number of the highest numbered layer whih has amember in H .Definition 3. Let A1 and A2 be two arguments in A(�).A1 is preferred to A2 aording to Pref , Pref (A1;A2), i�level(Support(A1)) � level(Support(A2)).By �Pref we denote the strit pre-order assoiated withPref . If A1 is preferred to A2, we say that A1 is strongerthan A23. We an now de�ne the argumentation system wewill use:Definition 4. An argumentation system (AS) is a triplehA(�);Underut ;Pref i suh that:� A(�) is a set of the arguments built from �,� Underut is a binary relation representing the defeatrelationship between arguments, Underut � A(�) �A(�), and� Pref is a (partial or omplete) preordering on A(�)�A(�).The preferene order makes it possible to distinguish di�er-ent types of relation between arguments:Definition 5. Let A1, A2 be two arguments of A(�).� If A2 underuts A1 then A1 defends itself against A2i� A1 �Pref A2. Otherwise, A1 does not defend itself.� A set of arguments S defends A i�: 8 B underuts Aand A does not defend itself against B then 9 C 2 Ssuh that C underuts B and B does not defend itselfagainst C .Heneforth, CUnderut;Pref will gather all non-underut ar-guments and arguments defending themselves against alltheir underutting arguments. In [1℄, it was shown that theset S of aeptable arguments of the argumentation systemhA(�);Underut ;Pref i is the least �xpoint of a funtion F :S � A(�)F(S) = f(H ; h) 2 A(�)j(H ; h) is defended by SgDefinition 6. The set of aeptable arguments for anargumentation system hA(�);Underut ;Pref i is:S = [Fi�0(;)= CUnderut;Pref [ h[Fi�1(CUnderut;Pref )iAn argument is aeptable if it is a member of the aeptableset.2Here we only deal with beliefs, though the approah an also handledesires and intentions as in [18℄ and ould be extended to ope withother mental attitudes.3We aknowledge that this model of preferenes is rather restritiveand in the future intend to work to relax it.



An aeptable argument is one whih is, in some sense,proven sine all the arguments whih might undermine itare themselves undermined.
3. LOCUTIONS AND ATTITUDESAs in our previous work, agents deide what they know bydetermining whih propositions they have aeptable argu-ments for. They trade propositions for whih they have a-eptable arguments, and aept propositions put forward byother agents if they �nd that the arguments are aeptable.The exat loutions and the way that they are exhangedde�ne a formal dialogue game whih agents engage in.Dialogues are assumed to take plae between two agents,for example alled P and C . Eah agent has a knowledgebase, �P and �C respetively, ontaining their beliefs. Inaddition, eah agent has a further knowledge base, aes-sible to both agents, ontaining ommitments made in thedialogue4. These ommitment stores are denoted CS(P)and CS(C ) respetively, and in this dialogue system anagent's ommitment store is just a subset of its knowledgebase. Note that the union of the ommitment stores anbe viewed as the state of the dialogue at a given time.Eah agent has aess to their own private knowledge baseand both ommitment stores. Thus P an make use ofhA(�P [ CS(C ));Underut ;Pref i5 and C an make use ofhA(�C [ CS(P));Underut ;Pref i.All the knowledge bases ontain propositional formulasand are not losed under dedution, and all are strati�ed bydegree of belief as disussed above. Here we assume thatthese degrees of belief are stati and that both the playersagree on them, though it is possible [3℄ to ombine di�erentsets of preferenes, and it is also possible to have agentsmodify their beliefs on the basis of the reliability of theiraquaintanes [15℄.With this bakground, we an present the set of dialoguemoves �rst introdued in [19℄. Eah loution has a rule de-sribing how to update ommitment stores after the move,and groups of moves have onditions under whih the movean be made|these are given in terms of the agents' as-sertion and aeptane attitudes (de�ned below). For allmoves, player P addresses the ith move of the dialogue toplayer C.
assert(p).where p is a propositional formula.CSi(P) = CSi�1(P)[fpg and CSi (C ) = CSi�1(C )Here p an be any propositional formula, as well as the spe-ial harater U , disussed below.
assert(S).where S is a set of formulas representing thesupport of an argument.CSi(P) = CS(P)i�1[S andCSi (C ) = CSi�1(C )The ounterpart of these moves are the aeptane moves.They an be used whenever the protool and the agent'saeptane attitude allow.4Following Hamblin [11℄ ommitments here are propositions that anagent is prepared to defend.5Whih, of ourse, is exatly the same thing as hA(�P [ CS(P) [CS(C ));Underut;Pref i.

accept(p).p is a propositional formula.CSi(P) = CSi�1(P)[fpg and CSi(C ) = CSi�1(C )
accept(S).S is a set of propositional formulas.CSi(P) = CSi�1(P)[S and CSi (C ) = CSi�1(C )There are also moves whih allow questions to be posed.
challenge(p).where p is a propositional formula.CSi(P) = CSi�1(P) and CSi(C ) = CSi�1(C )A hallenge is a means of making the other player expliitlystate the argument supporting a proposition. In ontrast, aquestion an be used to query the other player about anyproposition.
question(p).where p is a propositional formula.CSi(P) = CSi�1(P) and CSi(C ) = CSi�1(C )We refer to this set of moves as the setM0DC. The loutionsin M0DC are similar to those disussed in legal reasoning [8,21℄ and it should be noted that there is no retrat loution.Note that these loutions are ones used within dialogues|loutions suh as those disussed in [14℄ would be requiredto frame dialogues.We also need to de�ne the attitudes whih ontrol theassertion and aeptane of propositions.Definition 7. An agent may have one of two assertionattitudes.� a on�dent agent an assert any proposition p for whihit an onstrut an argument (S ; p).� a areful agent an assert any proposition p if it isunable to onstrut a stronger argument for :p.� a thoughtful agent an assert any proposition p forwhih it an onstrut an aeptable argument (S ; p).Definition 8. An agent may have one of three aep-tane attitudes.� a redulous agent an aept any proposition p if it isbaked by an argument.� a autious agent an aept any proposition p if it isunable to onstrut a stronger argument for :p.� a skeptial agent an aept any proposition p if thereis an aeptable argument for p.Sine agents are typially involved in both asserting andaepting propositions, we denote the ombination of anagent's two attitudes ashassertion attitudei=haeptane attitudeiThe e�ets of this range of agent attitudes on dialogue out-omes is studied in [20℄, and for the rest of this paper wewill fous on thoughtful/skeptial agents.



4. TYPES OF DIALOGUEPreviously [19℄ we de�ned three protools for informationseeking, inquiry and persuasion dialogues. These protoolsare deliberately simple, the simplest we an imagine that ansatisfy the de�nitions given by [25℄, sine we believe that weneed to understand the behaviour of these simple protoolsbefore we are to able to understand more omplex protools.
Information-seeking.In an information seeking dialogue,one partiipant seeks the answer to some question from an-other partiipant. If the information seeker is agent A andthe other agent is B , then we an de�ne the protool ISfor an information seeking dialogue about a proposition pas follows:1. A asks question(p).2. B replies with either assert(p), assert(:p), or assert(U).Whih will depend upon the ontents of its knowledge-base and its assertion attitude. U indiates that, forwhatever reason B annot give an answer.3. A either aepts B 's response, if its aeptane attitudeallows, or hallenges. U annot be hallenged and assoon as it is asserted, the dialogue terminates withoutthe question being resolved.4. B replies to a hallenge with an assert(S), where Sis the support of an argument for the last propositionhallenged by A.5. Go to 3 for eah proposition in S in turn.Note that A aepts whenever possible, only being able tohallenge when unable to aept|\only" in the sense of onlybeing able to hallenge then and hallenge being the onlyloution other than aept that it is allowed to make. Moreexible dialogue protools are allowed, as in [2℄, but at theost of possibly running forever6.
Inquiry. In an inquiry dialogue, the partiipants ollabo-rate to answer some question whose answer is not known toeither. There are a number of ways in whih one might on-strut an inquiry dialogue (for example see [13℄). Here wepresent one simple possibility. We assume that two agentsA and B have already agreed to engage in an inquiry aboutsome proposition p by some ontrol dialogue as suggestedin [14℄, and from this point an adopt the following protoolI: 1. A asserts q ! p for some q or U .2. B aepts q ! p if its aeptane attitude allows, orhallenges it.3. A replies to a hallenge with an assert(S), where Sis the support of an argument for the last propositionhallenged by B .4. Goto 2 for eah proposition s 2 S in turn, replaingq ! p by s.5. B asserts q , or r ! q for some r , or U .6The protool in [2℄ allows an agent to interjet with question(p) forany p at several points, making it possible for a dialogue between twoagents to ontinue inde�nitely.

6. IfA(CS(A)[CS(B)) inludes an argument for p whihis aeptable to both agents, then �rst A and then Baept it and the dialogue terminates suessfully.7. Go to 5, reversing the roles of A and B and substitut-ing r for q and some t for r .This protool7 is basially a series of implied IS dialogues.First A asks \do you know of anything whih would implyp were it known?". B replies with one, or the dialogueterminates with U . If A aepts the impliation, B asks\now, do you know q , or any r whih would imply q wereit known?", and the proess repeats until either the proessbottoms out in a proposition whih both agents agree on, orthere is no new impliation to add to the hain.
Persuasion.In a persuasion dialogue, one party seeks topersuade another party to adopt a belief or point-of-view heor she does not urrently hold. The dialogue game DC, onwhih the moves in [2℄ are based, is fundamentally a persua-sion game, so the protool below results in games whih arevery like those desribed in [2℄. This protool, P, is as fol-lows, where agent A is trying to persuade agent B to aeptp. 1. A asserts p.2. B aepts p if its aeptane attitude allows, if not Basserts :p if it is allowed to, or otherwise hallengesp.3. If B asserts :p, then goto 2 with the roles of the agentsreversed and :p in plae of p.4. If B has hallenged, then:(a) A asserts S , the support for p;(b) Goto 2 for eah s 2 S in turn.If at any point an agent annot make the indiated move,it has to onede the dialogue game. If A onedes, it failsto persuade B that p is true. If B onedes, then A hassueeded in persuading it. An agent also onedes the gameif at any point if there are no propositions made by the otheragent that it hasn't aepted.We should point out that this kind of persuasion dialoguedoes not assume that agents neessarily start from oppositepositions, one believing p and one believing :p. Instead oneagent believes p and the other may believe :p, but also maybelieve neither p nor :p. This is perfetly onsistent withthe notion of persuasion suggested by Walton and Krabbe[25℄.Note that all three of these protools have the same oresteps. One agent asserts something, the other aepts ifit an, otherwise it hallenges. A hallenge provokes theassert ion of the grounds, whih are in turn either aeptedor hallenged. The proposition p that is the �rst assertion,and the entral proposition of the dialogue, is said to bethe subjet of the dialogue. This basi framework has beenshown [17, 19℄ to be apable of apturing a range of dialoguetypes. Here we examine what its onsequenes are in termsof the outomes of dialogues that are arried out using thisframework.7Whih di�ers from the inquiry dialogue in [19℄ in the aeptmoves in step 6.



5. DIALOGUE OUTCOMESOne important set of properties to onsider of a dialoguesystem intended for use between autonomous agents is theextent to whih the outome of the dialogue depends uponthe way the dialogue progresses, on the knowledge8 thatagents hoose to reveal to one another, rather than on whatthey believe to be true, and the protool.To do this, we need a preise notion of the outome ofa dialogue. There are several things that an be used tomeasure an outome. One is in terms of the what agentsome to aept during the ourse of the dialogue:Definition 9. Consider two agents F and G engaging ina dialogue. The set of aeptane outomes for F of the di-alogue are all the propositions p suh that F makes the moveassert(p), and subsequently G makes the move aept(p).For eah aeptane outome for a given agent, we say thatthe other agent has aepted the proposition in question.Sine propositions that are not the subjet of the dialogueare often aepted, an aeptane result need not be thesubjet of the dialogue.We an also relate outomes to what agents know. Wede�ne:Definition 10. Consider two agents F and G that areengaging in a dialogue. Then:� the set of knowledge outomes for F Ok (F jG) is theset of all the propositions p suh that p is the onlu-sion of an argument in A(�F [ CS(G));� the set of joint knowledge outomes Ok(F ^G) is theset of all the propositions p suh that p is the onlu-sion of an argument in A(�F [ �G );� the set of ommitted outomes for F O(F jG) is theset of all the propositions p suh that p is the onlu-sion of an argument in A(CS(F )); and� the set of joint ommitted outomes O(F ^G) is theset of all the propositions p suh that p is the onlu-sion of an argument in A(CS(F ) [ CS(G)).We an also de�ne the aeptable subsets of these outomes|the aeptable knowledge outomes for F Oak (F jG), aept-able joint knowledge outomes Oak (F ^ G), aeptable om-mitted outomes for F Oa (F jG), and aeptable joint om-mitted outomes Oa (F ^G).Note that all but the joint knowledge outomes and a-eptable joint knowledge outomes will hange over the ourseof a dialogue as the ontents of the ommitment stores alter.Unless otherwise noted, here we will only onsider these setsat the end of a dialogue.Now, it is easy to show that there is an inlusion relation-ship between knowledge and ommitted outomes:Proposition 1. For a dialogue between any two agentsF and G: Ok (F jG) � Ok (F ^G)O(F jG) � O(F ^G)O(F jG) � Ok (F jG)O(F ^G) � Ok (F ^G)8For now we will just onsider this information to be beliefs, thoughas in [17℄, we an extend the approah to other mental notions aswell.

Proof. Sine an agent's ommitment store is a subset ofits knowledge base, (�F [CS(G)) � �F [ �G , and the �rstrelation follows diretly from the monotoniity of proposi-tional logi. The remaining relations follow for similar rea-sons.No suh �rm relationship exists between aeptable knowl-edge and ommitted outomes:Proposition 2. For a dialogue between two agents F andG, the relationships between Oak (F jG), Oak (F^G), Oa (F jG),and Oa (F ^G) depend upon the knowledge of the agents andthe ontents of the ommitment stores.Proof. This follows from the non-monotoniity of a-eptability. If there are no oniting arguments in A(�F )or A(�G ), then Oak (F jG), Oak (F^G), Oa (F jG), and Oa (F^G) will be exatly Ok (F jG), Ok(F ^ G), O(F jG), andO(F ^ G), respetively, and the relationship between thesets of arguments will be as in Proposition 1. However,if between them the agents have a pair of arguments thatmake eah other unaeptable|(fa; a ! g; ) and (fb; b !:g;:) (all with the same preferene), for example|thenif neither has been asserted, Oak (F jG) 6� Oak (F ^ G). IfG asserts one of these arguments and F does not, thenOa (F jG) 6� Oa (F ^ G). If F then asserts its argument,then its onlusion will be an aeptable ommitted outomebut annot be an aeptable knowledge outome for F , soOa (F ^ G) 6� Oak (F jG). Finally, either agent might haveasserted something, r say, that is aeptable given what itknows and what the other agent has in its ommitment store(and so is an aeptable joint ommitted outome), but whihthe other agent has a stronger argument against (and soannot be an aeptable joint knowledge outome) sine thedialogue may end before the aeptability of r omes intoquestion. Hene the relationships in question depend on theontents of the agents' knowledge bases and the ommitmentstores.This result is a positive one. Without it dialogues would beso preditable that we did not even need to onsider whatthe agents knew in order to predit the outome. What theresult means is that|sine the ontent of the ommitmentstores is ritial in determining the outomes, and sine theontents of the ommitment stores is determined by whatmoves the agents make, and the moves are determined inpart by the protool|the protool has a role in determiningthe outome of the dialogues.Finally, to end the preliminaries, we an relate aeptaneoutomes and aeptable knowledge outomes:Proposition 3. If p is an aeptane result for F in adialogue with G, then p is an aeptable knowledge outomefor F and G. The reverse does not hold.Proof. For p to be an aeptane result for F , is hasto be asserted by F and aepted by G. To be asserted byF, it must be aeptable given all F knows and all G hasasserted|thus it has to be an aeptable knowledge outomefor F . To aept p, G has to hek p against the ontentsof its knowledge base and what F has in its ommitmentstore. So if p is aepted, it must be an aeptable knowledgeoutome for G.For p to be an aeptane result for F , F must assert itand have it aepted by G. Consider a dialogue in whih F



asserts q, it is hallenged by G, and so F asserts the supportof q, whih inludes p. Now suppose that G �nds that the�rst element of the support, r say, is not aeptable given�G[CS(F ). The dialogue will end without p being aepted,even if p is an aeptable knowledge outome for G (and ithas to be one for F before it an be asserted).The fat that the result does not hold in both diretions isthe reason that we need both notions of outome in orderto haraterise the results of dialogues.Now we are ready to haraterise the outomes of dia-logues. Sine the proposition U indiates that a dialogueends beause of a lak of knowledge, we onsider dialoguesthat end with a U or a repeated loution to have failed insome way. Thus any dialogue that does not end in this waywill be said to be suessful. Information seeking dialogueswill end, if suessful, with one agent getting the other toaept p or :p:Proposition 4. A dialogue between agents F and G aboutp under protool IS, in whih F makes the �rst move, willend either with one of:� G making the move U;� one agent repeating a loution;� p or :p being an aeptane result for G.Proof. If F moves �rst, G asserts p, :p, or U. Thelatter ends the dialogue. Otherwise F aepts, in whih asethe p or :p is an aeptane result for G, or hallenges. IfF hallenges, G asserts the support for p, and F onsiderseah member of the support in turn. As in [19℄, this resultsin either the aeptane of the support and thus whiheverof p and :p was initially asserted, or a repeated loution,when an unaeptable member of the support is hallengedtwie. Either way the result holds.As a result of Proposition 3, a suessful dialogue betweenagents F and G about p under protool IS an result ineither p or :p being in the set of aeptable knowledge out-omes for both agents.Persuasion dialogues an end with either agent having anaeptane outome:Proposition 5. A dialogue between agents F and G aboutp under protool P, in whih F makes the �rst move, willend with one of:� one agent repeating a loution;� p being an aeptane outome for F ; or� :p being an aeptane outome for G.Proof. If F moves �rst, it asserts p. If G does not hal-lenge, the rest of the dialogue plays out like a dialogue aboutp under IS that G starts, and ends with a repeated loutionor p being an aeptane result for F (U an only be utteredat an earlier point). If G asserts :p, either F ends the di-alogue by reasserting p, or the rest of the dialogue plays outlike a dialogue about :p under IS that F starts. Either way,the result holds.

Again, Proposition 3 tells us that a suessful persuasiondialogue between agents F and G about p under protoolP ends with either p or :p being in the set of aeptableknowledge outomes of both agents.Inquiry dialogues are a little di�erent, sine suessful in-quiry dialogues do not, as de�ned, have aeptane outomesthat diretly relate to the subjet of the dialogue. However,we an haraterise the outome as follows:Proposition 6. A dialogue between agents F and G aboutp under protool I, will end with one agent making the moveU, or with p as an aeptable joint ommitted outome.Proof. The dialogue is just a bakward searh for a proofof p. Agents take it in turns to assert an impliation thatleads to p. The proess ends if either annot add a new stepin the proof that is aeptable to both agents9, or with theassertion of all the steps in a proof for p that is aeptableto both agents. In the latter ase, then all the steps of an a-eptable argument for p are in the union of the ommitmentstores and p is an aeptable joint knowledge outome.
6. PREDETERMINISMAs was shown in [20℄, if all agents in a dialogue are boththoughtful/skeptial, then one agent annot deliberately mis-lead another in the sense of the dialogue having an aep-tane outome for the �rst agent onerning a propositionif the �rst agent has a better argument for the negation ofthat proposition. However, this does not prevent dialogueshaving aeptane outomes in situations where intuitivelyboth agents together should be able to �gure out that theproposition in question should not be aepted, as the fol-lowing result shows:Proposition 7. There exist dialogues between two agentsF and G under protools IS, I, or Psuh that there is anaeptane outome for one agent for a proposition whih isnot aeptable given �F [�G . This holds even if both agentsare thoughtful/skeptial.Proof. This is an existene result whih we prove by ex-ample. Let �F = f:; a; a ! bg and �G = f: ! :bgwhere : and : ! b have a higher preferene level thanthe other propositions. Then F an assert b, and G will a-ept it even though (fa; a ! bg; b) is not in A(�F[�G).Now, there are two ways to read this result. One, whihwe will all the tatial dialogue reading, takes this result asa positive feature of the IS, I, and P protools. Aord-ing to this position, one wishes to build agents that havesome kind of rhetorial ability, and an, by lever tatis,get other agents to aept things that they might otherwisenot aept. In other words, we want protools whih do notmake the outome predetermined by the agents' knowledge.The positive view of the IS, I, and P protools in thetatial dialogue view is further bolstered by the followingresult:Proposition 8. There exist dialogues between two agentsF and G under protools IS, I, or Psuh that the aep-tane outomes of the dialogue depend upon the order inwhih propositions are asserted. This holds whatever theassertion and aeptane attitudes of the agents.9More omplex inquiry dialogues are onsidered in [20℄.



Proof. This is another existene result that we prove byexample. Let �F = fa; a ! b; b ! ; a ! f ; f ! gand �G = fb; f ! :b; b ! :f g where all propositions areequally preferred. If F asserts fa; a ! b; b ! g; ) thenthe dialogue has the aeptane outome of  for F . How-ever, if F �rst asserts (fa; a ! f ; f ! g; ), then  willnot be an aeptane outome for F even if it subsequentlyasserts (fa; a ! b; b ! g; ) beause supplying f gives Garguments that attak both of F 's arguments for C .A di�erent view of the protools, what we will all the dia-logue as mehanism view, suggests that Propositions 7 and 8are both negative. From this perspetive, dialogue protoolsshould be like eonomi mehanisms [12℄. In the same waythat eonomi mehanism design tries to ensure that theresults of, for instane, an aution does not depend uponthe order in whih the bids are made but only the valuespartiipants plae upon the good being autioned, so theoutomes of dialogues should not depend upon the order ofagents' loutions, but upon what they know. In other words,the outomes should be predetermined.Both these last results are speial ases of:Proposition 9. Consider two agents F and G engagingin a dialogue under protools IS, I, or P, the set of aep-tane outomes for F is not neessarily the set of aeptablejoint knowledge outomes.Proof. By propositions 4, 5 and 6, we know that out-omes of dialogues under protools IS, I, or Pare aeptableknowledge outomes for one or other agent (in the ase of ISand P dialogues) or aeptable joint ommitted outomes (inthe ase of I dialogues). Proposition 2 tells us that neitheraeptable knowledge outomes or aeptable joint ommit-ted outomes need be aeptable joint knowledge outomes,and the result follows.This result in turn suggests that equivalene of aeptaneoutomes and the aeptable joint knowledge outomes mightbe an important onsideration in determining whether pro-tools allow for tatial play or whether they predeterminethe outome. Certainly, the set of aeptable joint knowl-edge outomes (as remarked above) is the only one of theoutome measures we are dealing with that an be identi�edwithout going through a dialogue. In fat:Proposition 10. Consider two agents F and G engagingin a dialogue under a protool in whih the set of aeptaneoutomes for either agent is exatly the set of aeptable jointknowledge outomes. The aeptane outomes will not de-pend upon the order in whih propositions are asserted.Proof. We are told that any p that is an aeptane out-ome is in OaK (F ^ G). Sine, by de�nition, OaK (F ^ G)depends only on the ontents of �F and �G rather than theontents of the ommitment stores, it is learly independentof the moves in the dialogue.This, then, gives us a way to test whether a protool en-sures a predetermined outome|all we have to do is to seewhether it allows propositions that are not in the set of a-eptable joint knowledge outomes.Now, the key thing about the result given above is that theset of aeptable joint knowledge outomes is in some sensethe maximal set of propositions that an be obtained from

the dialogue. It is not neessarily the biggest set of aept-able outomes, the nonmonotoniity of argumentation seesto that, but it is based on all the arguments that might beput forward by both partiipants. Thus one a propositionmakes it into the set of aeptable joint knowledge outomes,there are no more arguments that might overturn it.Proposition 11. Consider two agents F and G engagingin a dialogue under some protool. That the set of aeptaneoutomes for either agent is exatly the set of aeptable jointknowledge outomes is a neessary and suÆient onditionfor the aeptane outomes to not depend upon the order inwhih propositions are asserted.Proof. Proposition 10 shows that if the aeptane out-omes are aeptable joint knowledge outomes, then the out-omes do not depend on the order of assertion. We thusonly need to show that if the aeptane outomes are notaeptable joint knowledge outomes, then the outomes willdepend on the order of assertion. Consider p, an aeptaneoutome for F that is not an aeptable joint knowledge out-ome. Sine p is not an aeptable joint knowledge outome,there is some argument in �F [�G that makes p not aept-able, and so if the dialogue had preeded di�erently, p wouldnot have been an aeptane outome. Thus the result fol-lows.This gives us a way that is easy to state, for adapting theprotools IS, I, and P to make them predetermined. Wejust ensure that every proposition that will be needed to es-tablish the aeptable joint knowledge outomes is asserted.Of ourse, while this is easy to state, it is muh harder toestablish exatly what the right propositions should be.One solution would be to simply assert the full set ofpropositions in �F and �G , ensuring that the full set of ne-essary propositions has to be asserted. However, this kind ofapproah will be ineÆient in general, both in the ommuni-ation it requires, and the time and omputational resouresthe agents onsume in proessing this information. A bettersolution is to only assert those propositions that will have abearing on the aeptability of the subjet of the dialogue.Sine the propositions that need to be asserted must be partof arguments that attak the argument supporting the sub-jet (or attak arguments that attak suh arguments, andso on), then it is possible to identify them. However, it ishard to see how to identify them systematially, sine theironnetion ould be revealed at any time.For now the only way we an see to ensure that all nees-sary propositions are asserted is to modify dialogues alongthe lines of one of the inquiry dialogue in [20℄. Under thisprotool, (i) any response to a hallenge involves the asser-tion of the support for every argument for the propositionin question, (ii) at every step in the proof, every possibleimpliation that might form the next step of the proof isasserted, and (iii) agents are released from the need to taketurns. Future work will onsider if there is a notion of rel-evane that an help to better identify the minimal set ofpropositions to assert.Finally, it seems to us that the hoie of whether dia-logues should have predetermined outomes or allow for ta-tial play is one that will depend upon the ontext in whihthe dialogues are taking plae. The results presented hereshould make it possible to hoose the right kind of dialoguefor a given ontext, but further work is required to establishwhih ontexts require whih kind of dialogue.



7. CONCLUSIONSThis paper has extended the analysis of formal inter-agentdialogues in [19℄. We have provided the �rst detailed har-aterisation of the outomes of suh dialogues, and then wehave investigated the extent to whih outomes are depen-dent on tatial play by the agents. Finding that tatis anhave a big e�et on the outome, we then identi�ed how torule out the e�et of tatis, arguing that this is desirablefrom a mehanism design perspetive.More work, of ourse, remains to be done in this area inaddition to that outlined above. Partiularly important are:determining the relationship between the loutions we use inthese dialogues and those of agent ommuniation languagessuh as the FIPA ACL; examining the e�et of adding newloutions (suh as retrat) to the language; extending thesystem with a more detailed model of preferenes; and pro-viding an implementation. We are urrently investigatingthese matters along with further dialogue types, suh asplanning dialogues [9℄.
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